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Sexual Relations

Proposal #51: Sexual relations was created by Sergei in YE 26 in the Senate of Yamatai. This proposal
failed as it was considered too severe and is already covered by laws protecting against sexual assault.

Purpose:

To put a stop to the rampant sexual behavior between crew members.1.
To protect the crew from unwanted relations or touching.2.

Proposal:

There will be no unnecessary touching among the crew. It will be acceptable to rub a shoulder or1.
pat the back of someone who has just lost someone, but there will be no groping.
In the instance of the usual greeting among people who have not seen each other in a great while,2.
hugging will be allowed as well, but the duration should be limited to at most four seconds, and
once again, no groping.
Kissing will be allowed, but it has to be short, and accepted by the person being kissed. No means3.
no, in this instance. To continue to engage in an activity not welcomed by both people will result in
disciplinary action. (See part 5)
Excessive use of public displays of affection, (I.E. Groping, petting, humping in the halls), is not4.
allowed, and any persons or nekos found doing such things will be subject to disciplinary action.
(See Part 5)
Disciplinary Actions are as follows:5.

Men will have one warning placed against them, but on the second offense, they will be1.
subdued, brought to the medical bay, and castrated. The punishment will last for at most
three days, and then the medical team will reattach removed genitals.
Nekovalkyrja will have one warning as well, and on the second offense, will be brought to the2.
medical bay to have their libidos temporarily turned down, or off if the offense warrants.
Women that are not Neko in origin, will have one warning, and then will be chemically3.
castrated. This means that a drug will be administered that will completely shut down
reproductive organs, and allow for no arousal whatsoever.

All persons involved in a “Sexual Harassment” dispute will be quarantined and psychologically6.
tested by a medical officer to determine if what they say is true. If quarantine is to overlap a
person's scheduled shift, a replacement will be found within their department. If a person is not
found within the person's department, a related field will be called upon.

OOC Notes

Proposal #51: Sexual relations was originally written on 16 Jan 2004. Kim created this article on
2018/01/05 17:44.
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